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Abstract
Citation networks form directed acyclic graphs. The transitive reduction of
such a DAG removes all edges in the graph that are implied by transitivity, but
retains the causal structure of the original network. We investigate how the degree
distribution, clustering coefficients and relationship between time of publication and
degree (representing citation count) are changed under transitive reduction. We
show that models which accurately reproduce the degree distribution of a citation
network before transitive reduction may not do so afterwards and hence suggest that
these models fail to accurately capture the causal structure of the network. We also
investigate how the citation count of individual papers is changed and suggest that
information about the types of citations a paper receives can be inferred from the
number of citations which are retained after transitive reduction. These methods
are tested on citation networks from the hep-th and hep-ph sections of the arXiv
repository, and all data has been made publicly available [16].
As the number of papers published in scientific journals grows exponentially [1, 2] it
is increasingly difficult for academics to keep track of new developments in their field.
Citation analysis has the potential to alleviate this problem by highlighting particularly
impactful work relevant for a given reader. However, a citation does not always indicate
that one piece of work takes useful information from another as there are many possible
motivations for including a paper in a bibliography [3, 4]. It has even been argued that
most citations occur without the author actually having read the paper they are citing
[5, 6].
Citation networks are complex networks that possess causal structure, meaning that
the vertices of the network have an ordering (imposed by the date of publication) with























edges always respecting causality, pointing backwards in time. These networks are ex-
amples of directed acyclic graphs (DAG), which appear in many other contexts: from
scheduling problems [7] to theories of the structure of space-time [8]. Any analysis of
such networks must take account of the constraint imposed by time, something standard
network measures do not do. Only then can we understand how information flows be-
tween agents. We note that the temporal networks we discuss, where time is associated
with the vertices, differ from the temporal edge networks discussed elsewhere [9].
Our proposal is to exploit transitive reduction (TR), a well known operation on a
directed graph, but only uniquely defined on a DAG, reflecting its causal structure. The
TR of a DAG removes all edges unnecessary for the flow of information between nodes
to be maintained. All nodes connected by a path — respecting edge direction — remain
connected in the transitively reduced network, see figure 1. For instance if node A links
to B, and B links to C, then transitive reduction removes link A-C, if it exists. This
operation may be implemented using standard algorithms [10].
Citation Networks
The citation networks analysed here are based on two subsets of the online research
paper repository arXiv: hep-ph and hep-th, high energy phenomenology and theory
respectively. The citation data we use [11] is derived only from links between papers
within each section, covering papers dated from 1992 (almost the start of the repository)
until March 2003. As we find little difference in our analysis for the two separate citation
networks we show numerical analysis for hep-th only.
The citation network is built with individual papers (not authors) as nodes, with an
edge from node A to node B if the paper represented by node A has cited B in its bib-
liography. Characteristic features of such networks are a high clustering coefficient since
papers in the same field are more likely to cite each other; and a fat-tailed distribution
of citation count — the in-degree kin — whose high-kin tail may be described by a power
law, p(kin) ∝ k−αin .
Around 80% of the original edges are removed by TR as shown in figure 2. The
clustering coefficient is always zero after TR. Figure 3 shows that TR does not destroy the
characteristic fat-tailed degree distribution, suggesting the retention of much structure.
Indeed TR never removes the causal structure. However, this loss is not uniform: the tail
of the degree distribution becomes steeper after TR, as seen in figure 3 as well as in the
quartile values and Gini coefficient of figure 2, meaning that papers with more citations
lose a larger fraction of their citations under TR.
Papers with more citations tend to be older papers, one reason for the greater frac-
tional loss of their citations. Looking at figure 4, we see the known four to five years of
quickly rising citation count, followed by a lesser increase over more recent years1. After
TR the average number of citations rises slowly, but reaches a plateau after only three or
so years. One immediate implication comes from this stability in the average TR citation
count over time: it makes sense to use the post-TR in-degree as the measure of a paper’s
1We discount the first three years as this represented the startup phase of the repository when hep-th
and hep-ph were growing rapidly.
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Network hep-th hep-th after TR
C (Clustering coefficient) 0.249 0
〈kin〉 (Mean edges per node) 12.82 2.27
Median kin 4 2
1st Quartile kin 1 1
3rd Quartile kin 12 3
Gini coefficient 0.729 0.481
Figure 2: Table of values for the in-degree distribution before and after TR for the hep-th
network of 27383 nodes.
Figure 3: TR removes most of the edges from the network, so the number of low-degree
nodes significantly increases and the degree of the high-degree nodes drops. Despite this
loss of edges the degree distribution after TR has a similar fat-tailed shape to the original
network. The exponent of a power law fit to the tail has increased by 0.3.
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Figure 4: In the original citation network older papers have many more citations than
newer papers. The citation count is not based solely on scientific worth but on the age
of the paper since citations accrue over time as more scientists read the paper. After
transitive reduction this effect is greatly reduced. We discount the results for the first
three years 1992 - 1994 of our data as these were the first years of arXiv grew rapidly.
impact when comparing papers with different publication dates.
There are large variations in behaviour for individual papers as figure 5 shows. For
instance paper hep-th/9802109 (‘Gauge Theory Correlators from Non-Critical String The-
ory’ by Gubsner et al.) was cited by 1641 papers in the network, with only three remaining
after TR. This means that of those 1641 papers, three were special in that the other 1638
all also connected to this one via one of those three papers. Anyone who took information
from this very popular paper also took information from one of those three special papers,
a fact made explicit by transitive reduction. On the other hand, paper hep-th/9905111
(‘Large N Field Theories, String Theory and Gravity’ by Aharony et al.) begins with a
similar number of citations, 806, yet after TR it retains 77 of these. This means that
there were 77 papers in this network which cited this one but who did not cite each other.
It seems information taken from this paper was utilised more diversly.
The difference before and after TR in the temporal behaviour of average citation
counts, figure 4, and in the large variation of the citation counts of individual papers,
figure 5, suggests the post-TR count is revealing a different type of citation behaviour.
Typically someone who cites a paper shortly after the older paper was published is build-
ing on fresh research and TR retains such links. However if a citation refers to an old
standard paper many years after its publication it is likely that the original ideas of the
older paper were developed by others, who themselves cited this paper. Later researchers
may well include both in their bibliography, though the older publication probably had
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Figure 5: Paper 9802109 originally has 1641 citations, making it the 3rd most popular
paper in the network, but after transitive reduction it loses 99.8% of its citations, and
has only 3 left. Paper 9905111 begins with 806 citations, and is around the 10th most
popular paper in the network but after transitive reduction it retains 77, a loss of 90.5%.
no direct influence on the recent publication. TR discounts such behaviour by removing
these links. Thus, by revealing the minimal underlying causal structure of the citation
network, the citation count after TR highlights a different type of impact than that shown
by traditional citation counts. In particular, a high citation count after TR indicates that
the influence of a paper has rippled widely through fields, as papers within different fields
are unlikely to be closely linked in the network. A low citation count after TR means
the influence of that paper is confined to a narrow set of papers that largely refer to each
other. This immediately suggests that one use of a TR citation count is to highlight
interdisciplinary papers and so it should be used to recommend papers to researchers
looking outside their usual area of expertise.
There is support for our idea that TR may highlight citations which show genuine
transfer of inspiration and innovative ideas. The statistical analysis of typographical er-
rors conducted by Simkin and Rowchowdhury [5, 6] suggests that around 78% of citations
occur without the author having even read the paper they cite. The model used to arrive
at this figure assumes that an author reads one paper, cites it, then goes on to cite older
papers (without reading them), simply copying the citation (along with any errors) from
the first paper’s bibliography. Such copied links are precisely the ones TR removes. Con-
versely, the edges that are not removed during TR are ones where there is no intermediary
paper with a bibliography to copy, so they are far more likely to correspond to a cita-
tion that was actually read. Interestingly TR on the two arXiv citation networks leaves
roughly 20% of the original citations, matching the claim of Simkin and Roychowdhury
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that only 22% of papers have been read at all [5, 6]. The similarity between these two
figures is strong evidence that TR has vastly increased the probability that a citation in
the TR network corresponds to a paper that has been read. It would be extreme to claim
that all of the deleted citations were bad citations copied from bibliographies, but we
have deleted all of these bad citations, plus some unknown number of good, paper-reading
citations.
Assessing Models
It is often difficult to assess whether a model builds a complex network that is simi-
lar to one found in the real world. Since these networks are large and not regular in
structure, they contain masses of data which we need to prioritise and condense into
useful information. Analysing the degree distribution is one way of testing a model, so a
model which purports to create networks similar to actual citation networks should have
a similar degree distribution. We argue that the degree distribution after TR is also an
important test of similarity. This is because the TR is a particular and unique operation
which highlights certain, particularly important edges in the network: those which are
necessary for its causal structure.
To illustrate this idea we use a mixture of cumulative advantage of the original Price
model of citations [1] (preferential attachment in [12]) along with random vertex attach-
ment, to create a citation network of the same size and similar degree distribution as
the hep-th data. However, figure 6 illustrates that after TR the preferential attachment
model no longer has a similar degree distribution to the citation network and so has a
different causal structure.
Here we have shown the comparison of features of a model with real networks after
transitive reduction reveals discrepancies (even in simple measures such as degree dis-
tribution) which are not seen when comparing the pre-TR networks. We suggest this
process may be applied to other models to reveal differences in causal structure.
Causal Edge Rewiring
Randomly rewiring the edges of a network is a method of removing structure while
maintaining the degree distribution. This can be done by taking a pair of edges [A, X] and
[B, Y] and swapping them to [A, Y] and [B, X], a well known procedure on networks [13].
However, when vertices are ordered by causality this rewiring is also constrained. Figure
7 illustrates that there are three possible configurations for a pair of edges in an ordered
DAG. Configuration A cannot be rewired without violating the ordering constraint, and
configurations B and C can only be rewired into each other.
If a citation network is rewired in such a way as to maintain both the time ordering
of the nodes and the original degree distribution, TR again reveals the extent to which
structure is maintained as shown in figure 8. After rewiring, TR is seen to remove fewer
edges in the edge-rewired network, showing that randomly rewired edges are less likely to
be implied by transitivity than those edges representing true citation behaviour. However,
the similarity between the shapes of the degree distributions of the networks after TR
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Figure 6: A DAG made using a preferential attachment model has a similar degree distri-
bution to the arXiv network before TR. Before TR the degree distributions look similar
(see the blue and red circles). After TR (blue and red crosses) the arXiv network is clearly
distinguishable from the model illustrating that they have different causal structure.
Figure 7: The only three arrangements of two directed edges between four distinct vertices
in a DAG where vertex index specifies their order. Under a rewiring where both the in-
and out-degree are maintained, arrangement A cannot be changed, whilst B and C can
only be interchanged. Other rewirings that maintain degree distribution are possible, but
the edge directions would not respect the order of the vertices.
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Figure 8: Rewiring the edges of the citation network does not change its degree distribu-
tion but does change its structure. This change is observable in the degree distributions
after TR. The rewired network loses fewer edges by TR as there are fewer highly clustered
nodes and edges forming a triangle, which are removed.
with and without rewiring suggests that much of the structure of the network is retained
even after every edge is rewired, because of the constraint of time ordering. This would
not be the case had the rewiring process been applied without considering the ordering
of vertices. Notably, there is significantly more structure in a completely rewired citation
network than a preferential attachment model, as revealed by TR.
Conclusions
Our fundamental message is that when analysing a network with constraints, it is essential
to use measures which take these into account. This is well known for networks embedded
in space [14, 15]. When the constraint is a time ordering on the vertices, we need new
analysis tools such as TR and Causal Edge Rewiring as suggested here. The TR of a causal
networks can reveal important structure which is not seen by other characterisations or
measurements of networks.
We have illustrated this by looking at citation networks and the simplest meaningful
measure on these, the in-degree or citation count of papers. The temporal properties
of citation counts after TR suggest this might be a better measure than the pre-TR
count when comparing papers of different ages. Additionally, we believe that a high TR
citation count reveals inter-disciplinary papers, whilst a low count indicates more focused
research. We have also suggested that a citation which remains after TR is likely to
indicate a paper that was actually read and was more likely to have had direct influence
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on the citing work. Thus a high TR citation count may reveal papers that are likely to be
of direct use to readers, rather than standard works. The comparison of networks before
and after TR is also a new way of testing the accuracy of DAG models.
The plots in this paper and all of the data used (edge lists before and after TR for the
arxiv networks, rewired arxiv networks and preferential attachment models) are publicly
available [16].
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